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Desk Buddy Lite Free Desk Buddylite.exe 1.571 KB
This collection of tools eliminates the need for all those small utilities cluttering your desktop. It has a diary,
notepad, an alarm clock and more.

Distant Suns – Screensaver Free ds_ss_install.exe 2,320 KB
Grand Tour 3D Screensaver is a high-speed, full-motion, solar-system simulator using OpenGL technology
and accelerated graphics. The positions and rotations of each of the planets and its moons are accurate to the
current date and time (making the program a clock of sorts). As the day progresses, you can observe the great
red spot of Jupiter as it wheels across the face of the giant planet. Watch the moons of Saturn in their daily
dance around the majestic ringed world, and watch Earth rotate under your feet. The constantly changing
scenes assure an infinite variety of interplanetary vistas.

Grand Tour 3D now comes with Phobos and Deimos, the moons of Mars, and features the Mars Rover landing
sites.

DVD Profiler Free dvdpro.zip 3,914 KB
This can manage any size DVD collection. It provides extensive data collection information, filtering, statistics
and reporting features specific to the DVD format.

This is Internet connected for sharing profiles. It connects to the online DVD database at IVS

Fresh View 2.0 Free Freshview.exe 1,223 KB
This free software helps you organize and view multimedia files (images, audio, and video). It gives you the
ability to watch movies, listen to music, and view graphics in a slide show. Image files in a folder can be
displayed using a number of views, including a thumbnail view that lets you quickly see what your images are
without having to open them. You can convert graphics from one type to another, print, and create HTML
albums. This easy-to-use software supports 86 multimedia formats, including JPEG, GIF, PNG, TIFF, PSD,
Photo CD, TGA, MP3, MIDI, MOD, AVI, and MPEG. The latest version features external editor program
support.

IconCool Free to Try - $19.95 to Buy iconed4.exe 4,337 KB
Icon Editor is an easy-to-use icon editor that has all the functions for creating and editing ICO, ANI, CUR, GIF,
JPEG, WMF, EMF, TGA, and WBMP files. You can convert images in 25 formats to icons, and you can modify
or replace icon images in EXE, DLL, ICL, or any other types of files directly. The program has 60 image filters,
including Blurring, Sharpening, Embossing, Diffusing, and Color Balance. It has 15 image effects, including
Linear Gradient, Radial Gradient, Rectangular Gradient, WAV, 3D Shadow, 3D Button, Text Gradient Effects,
Noise, and Arbitrary Rotation. It has a smart image-capturing tool, which can be used to capture various-size
images from desktops or from any other software. It supports Windows XP icons in 32-bit color depth with an
alpha channel; now you can create semitransparent XP icons easily.

Kirby Alarm Free kirbyalarmsetup_v2.11.exe 2,530 KB
Kirby Alarm is a completely free alarm and task scheduler that will pop up a note, or run a program, or play a
sound, or send an email at user defined intervals. Various options are available to set alarms/programs to run
every x minutes/hours/days/months/years, or the last Friday in the month, or the last day in the month plus lots
more. Unique features to not skip missed alarms, and conditional execution of alarm based on a 'watch file'

Pardon
Pardon Free Pardon.exe 5,749 KB
This dictionary utility provides access to extensive dictionaries, with cross-references and text formatting. You
can look up words and use "wildcards" for advanced searches. There is a vocabulary test tool and
comprehensive documentation. Additional modules can be downloaded from the Internet.



Post-It Software Notes Free pn30lous.exe 2,444 KB
What happens when you cross a Post-it Note with a computer? Post-it Software Notes - the classic yellow
note designed for your PC! Use the software from the company that invented the Post-it Note. This digital
version of 3M's famous canary yellow note is perfect for quick reminders on your computer desktop so you
never miss a meeting, event, or thought. With the free Lite version of Post-it Software Notes, you can create
your own notes with pictures and hyperlinks, stick notes on your computer desktop, and add alarms to your
notes as reminders. You can also subscribe to receive information on a Post-it Software Note from Web sites
that provide this service!

Quick2Do Free q2dsetup.zip 807 KB
This application offers you a fast, simple method of recording your to-do list. Its automatic coloring feature
helps you easily recognize your tasks' priorities and statuses. The program also sorts your task entries based
on sub-class.

TimeCalendar Free TCLE163.exe 1,270 KB
TimeCalendar offers 20 different views. See everything from a single day to an entire year. You can split your
everyday planning into different layers and share them. Other features include recurrent events, a task list, and
an alarm with snooze.

Window Blinds Free to Try $20.00 to buy windowblinds4_public.exe 4,650 KB
Customize the look and feel of Windows 2000 or Windows XP with WindowBlinds. It can change virtually
every aspect of the Windows GUI such as title bars, push buttons, the Start bar, radio buttons, scrollbars and
more. WindowBlinds is what Microsoft, nVidia, ATI, Nintendo, and many other companies use to provide
additional visual styles for Windows users. Try it for yourself. WindowBlinds 4.2 supports changing the toolbar
icons in Internet Explorer and Explorer as well as changing the progress animations (copy, move, delete).


